Cytotoxicity of Pristine C$_{60}$ Fullerene on Baby Hamster Kidney Cells in Solution
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ABSTRACT

Research on biological effects of C$_{60}$ and its derivatives is one of the hotspots in the area of biological effects of nano-materials. Compared with surface-modified C$_{60}$ derivatives, reports on the biological effects of unmodified pristine C$_{60}$ are relatively less. This work aimed to investigate the interaction between baby hamster kidney cells and pristine C$_{60}$ in solution. The C$_{60}$ suspension was prepared using solvent exchange method and characterized by UV spectro-photometry, electronic transmission microscopy and dynamic light scattering techniques. The baby hamster kidney cells were incubated with different concentrations of C$_{60}$ suspensions, and light microscopy, cell counting kit 8 assay, and acridine orange staining were used to observe the cell growth and morphology. The results showed that C$_{60}$ could inhibit the cell growth and induce cell apoptosis with a dose-effect relationship. C$_{60}$ might enter cells and the possible way it enters cells were also proposed.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of nanoscience and nanotechnology, research on biological effects of nanomaterials has become a hotspot in the fields of nanoscience in recent years, among which the cellular biological effects of nanomaterials are the basis for comprehending their biological effects (positive and negative). As one of the common nanomaterials, due to their unique structure and physical and chemical properties, C$_{60}$ fullerene and its derivatives have great potential applications in physical, chemistry, materials, life and pharmaceutical sciences [1-3]. Previous researches have proved that C$_{60}$ and its derivatives could exhibit cytotoxicity to some cell lines, inhibiting cell growth and causing cell apoptosis [4-9], while under certain conditions it can protect cells as free radical scavenger [10]. The biological properties of nanomaterials are not only simple extracellular interactions, but also more likely the results of intracellular interactions, therefore, study on the effect of nanomaterials on cell structure, intracellular localization of nanomaterials and the ways into cells has great value for comprehending the demonstrated biological characteristics and the potential biomedical applications of nanomaterials. As for C$_{60}$ and its derivatives, there have several speculations about their ways into cells, passive diffusion [11, 12], endocytosis [13,14] and receptor-mediated endocytosis [15]. They mainly deposited in the cytoplasm, nucleus, lysosome [14,16], cell membrane [17] and mitochondria [15,17].

However, due to the complicated affecting factors, such as diversity of the toxicity evaluation methods, cell lines models, the different methods of preparation and purification of nanomaterials and other possible reasons, the results are lack of comparability and still remain unclear and controversial, and more direct evidence is needed. Moreover, C$_{60}$ is a prerequisite for the synthesis of its derivatives, and people are easily accessible to it during the production and/or research process. But since C$_{60}$ is insoluble in water, the related research on the cellular biological effects of fullerenes mainly concentrated on the water-soluable C$_{60}$ derivatives, while relatively little attention was given to water-insoluble C$_{60}$. The description of prepared C$_{60}$ suspension in some previous reports about pristine C$_{60}$ cytotoxicity was not clear enough, and researches on whether or not C$_{60}$ could enter cells and the possible ways were relatively less, and the results remains unclear and controversy.

In this paper, in order to better understand C$_{60}$ cytotoxicity, baby hamster kidney (BHK-21) cells served as subject, the interaction between C$_{60}$ and BHK-21 cells was investigated. The C$_{60}$ suspension was prepared by solvent exchange method and characterized, and the light microscopy, cell counting kit 8 (CCK-8) analysis and...
acridine orange staining were utilized to observe the cell growth and changes of cell viability and morphology. Experimental results showed that C_{60} could exhibit certain toxicity to BHK-21 cells, and the possible interaction mechanism between them was also discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

C_{60} (99.99%) was purchased from Henan Puyang Yongxin Technology Co., Ltd. (China). Toluene (Chromatographic grade) was purchased from Tianjin Kernel Chemical Reagent Development Center (China). Baby hamster kidney (BHK-21) cells were purchased from Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology (China). High glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) medium was purchased from Hyclone (USA). Penicillin/Streptomycin solution (10,000 U penicillin/10 mg/mL streptomycin), Trypsin (with EDTA) and RPMI-1640 medium (with 2.05 mM L-Glutamine) were purchased from Hyclone (Life Technologies, USA). Fetal calf serum was purchased from Hangzhou Sijiqing Biological Engineering Materials Co., Ltd. (Zhejiang, China). 6- and 96-well cell culture plates were purchased from Corning Life Sciences (USA). Cell Counting Kit-8 was purchased from Dojindo Laboratories (Kumamoto, Japan). Acridine orange was purchased from Ameresco (USA). Phosphate buffer solution (PBS) premixed reagents (pH 7.2 - 7.4) were obtained from Zhongshan Goldenbridge Biotechnology Co., LTD. (Beijing, China). Ethanol (95%, A.R.) was purchased from Fuyu Fine Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (Tianjin, China). All solutions were prepared with 18.3 MΩ distilled water (Millipore, USA).

2.2. Instruments

CO₂ incubator (Forma Scientific, USA) was used for the cell culture. Inverted microscope (Olympus IX70 112, Japan) was used to observe the cell morphology. UV-1101 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan), H 7000 transmission electron microscopy (Hitachi, Japan) and BI-200SM/BL-9000 laser light scattering system (Brookhaven, USA) were used to characterize the C_{60} suspension. Microplate spectrophotometer (Thermo labsystems, USA) was used to measure the optical density of CCK-8 to estimate cell viability.

2.3. Preparation of C_{60} Suspensions

20 mL C_{60} was completely dissolved in 5 mL toluene and then mixed with 50 mL distilled water. The mixture was dispersed by ultrasound for 5 h and then allowed to stand for 30 minutes. The lower layer was separated and sterilized at 121°C for 30 min. The C_{60} suspension was stored in a 4°C refrigerator.

2.4. Cell Culture and CCK-8 Assay

BHK-21 cells were cultured in High glucose DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin solution, at 37°C in 5% CO₂ humidified incubator. The medium was exchanged every other day and the cells were passaged every 4 days. Different concentrations of C_{60} suspension were added into the 6- or 96-well cell culture plates and BHK-21 cells without C_{60} were used as control. The cell growth and apoptosis were observed by light microscopy to evaluate the cytotoxicity of different C_{60} suspensions. Cell Counting Kit-8 was applied to evaluate the effect of C_{60} on BHK-21 cells viability after 48 h exposure. 100 µL/5000 cells for each well of 96-well plates were inoculated for the measurement. The cell viability was calculated by the following formula: cell viability (%) = (optical density (OD) of the treated cells – OD without cells)/(OD of nontreated cells – OD without cells).

2.5. Acridine Orange Staining

The BHK-21 cells were seeded to a 6-well plate pre-placed cover slip on the bottom of each well and then incubated with different concentrations of C_{60} suspension for 48 h. Aspirate the culture medium, add 1 mL PBS to each well and then rinse the wells twice. Aspirate the PBS solutions and add 1 mL 95% ethanol to each well. 15 min later, aspirate ethanol and let the wells air dry. Add sufficient amount of 0.01% acridine orange to the cover slips, stain 10 min and then rinse the wells with 1 mL PBS twice. Place a drop of PBS in the center of the microscope slide, take the treated cover slip over the slide and then observe the cells with a blue-violet excitation filter.

3. Results

3.1. The UV-Vis Spectrum of C_{60} Suspension

The UV-vis spectroscopy is commonly used for characterize nanomaterials. The C_{60} suspension was diluted and scanned in the range of 230 - 500 nm, and the result was shown in Figure 1.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the C_{60} suspension (diluted solution) had absorption in the range of 320 - 400 nm with a peak wavelength of 340 nm, which represented the characteristic absorption of C_{60}. The concentration of prepared C_{60} suspension was quantitated by spectrophotometry at 340 nm and its concentration was 0.24 mg/mL.

3.2. The Size Distribution of nC_{60} Nanoparticles in C_{60} Suspension

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a technique for measuring the hydrodynamic size distribution of molecules.
and submicron particles, while TEM can directly offer the shape and size information of submicron particles in dry state. Due to the different principles, the size distributions of the same sample by the two methods are often different. In this work, the size distribution of nC60 nanoparticles in prepared C60 suspension was measured by DLS and TEM techniques and the results were shown in Figure 2.

From the DLS measurement, it can be seen that the nC60 nanoparticle were mainly distributed in the range of 105 - 290 nm with an average particle size of 175.8 nm. From the TEM images, most of the nC60 nanoparticles were gathered and roughly round shaped with a size distribution of 50 - 120 nm (Figure 2(b) (up)). Some nC60 nanoparticles had small size distributions, about 5 - 10 nm and even smaller (Figure 2(b) (down)). The above results indicated that pristine C60 was in the form of rough round particles with a wide size distribution.

3.3. Changes of BHK-21 Cells Morphology after Exposure to nC60 Nanoparticles

In order to understand the effects of C60 on BHK-21 cell growth and morphology, different amounts of C60 suspension were added to the cell cultures. After 48 h incubation, the cell growth and changes of cell morphology were observed by electron microscope and the results were shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, the BHK-21 cells of control group showed ovoid and polygonal in mosaic arrangement (Figure 3(a)). No significant changes of cell morphology were observed when exposed to 0.09 mg/mL C60 suspension, but necrosis of some cells occurred and the cell density decreased slightly. When the concentration of C60 suspension was increased to 0.12 mg/mL, the number of dead cells further increased and the cell density obviously decreased, and a few cells shrank. The results indicated that C60 can affect the growth of BHK-21 cells to some extent and cause apoptosis with a dose-response relationship.

3.4. The Cell Viability Measured by Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8)

The CCK-8 assay is an upgrade alternative for the evaluation of cell viability and/or proliferation. Compared with the regular 3-(4,5)-dimethylthiazoliodazol(2-y)-5-diphenyltetrazoliurormide (MTT) assay, it has the advantages of higher sensitivity, better solubility and stability.
and can avoid the occasional false-positive phenomenon. In this work, after 48 h incubation with different concentrations of C₆₀ suspension, the changes of cell viability were shown in Figure 4.

From Figure 4, C₆₀ exhibited certain inhibition to BHK-21 cells with a dose-response relationship. With the increasing concentration of C₆₀ suspension, the cell viability decreased. When the concentration of C₆₀ was increased to 0.32 mg/mL, the cell viability was reduced to about 84% of the control group. The results indicated that C₆₀ exhibited certain toxicity to BHK-21 cells and caused the decrease of cell viability.

3.5. Acridine Orange Staining of BHK-21 Cells

Acridine orange staining (AO) is a commonly used morphological method for the detection of cell apoptosis. Acridine orange can stain both live and dead cells, which can permeate cells and bind DNA and RNA to give two fluorescences of green (or yellow) and red (or orange). According to the changes of cell morphology after staining, we could get some information of cells apoptosis caused by exogenous substances. In this work, after incubated with different concentrations of C₆₀ for 48 h, the fluorescence staining in BHK-21 cells were shown in Figure 5.

As it can be seen from Figure 5, after acridine orange staining, the nucleus of BHK-21 cells emitted bright yellow fluorescence and the cytoplasm emitted bright orange fluorescence. The cell morphology of control group (Figure 5(a)) was integrity, and the nuclei were round or elliptical. When 0.09 mg/mL C₆₀ suspension was added to the cell culture, the number of cells which were capable of emitting fluorescent decreased, and a few fluorescent fragments appeared around the cells. When the concentration of C₆₀ suspension was added to 0.12 mg/mL, the nuclear chromatin condensation could be observed, and more fluorescent fragments appeared. The results indicated the cell membranes and nuclei were destroyed by C₆₀ with a dose-response relationship and the DNAs leaked. It was prompted that C₆₀ might penetrate the cells and even nuclei.

4. Discussion

In this work, from Figure 2 it can be seen C₆₀ was in the form of nC₆₀ nanoparticles with a relatively wide distribution, which indicated that the interaction between C₆₀
Figure 5. Changes of BHK-21 cells morphology (dyed by acridine orange) after exposure to C$_{60}$ suspension (Concentrations of C$_{60}$ suspensions: (a) 0 mg/mL; (b) 0.09 mg/mL; (c) 0.12 mg/mL).

and cells and the ways they enter cells were different from conventional molecular and/or ions. It has been proposed that the cell-uptake of nanoparticles mainly depended on their sizes [18]. For larger particles, it was difficult to enter cells by passive diffusion. Most of the nC$_{60}$ nanoparticles prepared in this experiment were distributed in the range of 50 - 120 nm, while a few of them were 5 - 10 nm or even more. According to the size-dependent theory, there might be two ways for the cell-uptake of C$_{60}$ nanoparticles, mainly including energy-dependent endocytosis and energy-independent passive diffusion. C$_{60}$ nanoparticles entered cells across cell membranes and caused their rupture. How C$_{60}$ nanoparticles interact with cell membranes in the process of entering cells needs for further deep study.

In short, a relatively higher concentration of C$_{60}$ suspension could be obtained by solvent exchange method, and it can show certain toxicity to BHK-21 cells with a dose-response relationship. At higher concentrations, C$_{60}$ can inhibit the growth of BHK-21 cells, decrease the cell viability and induce cell apoptosis. In the process of cell apoptosis, the chromatin condensation occurred and the cell membrane and nucleus were destroyed, which indicating C$_{60}$ might exhibit toxicity to BHK-21 cells by disrupting the cell membranes and further enter nuclei. Due to the limits of experimental methods, this work concentrated on the cell damage induced by extracellular concentrations of C$_{60}$ suspension, the toxicology of C$_{60}$ was obtained mainly through speculating from experimental results, and direct observation was lacked. Further studies, including more types of cells and different preparation methods of C$_{60}$ suspension, more research indicators and methods are needed to clarify the C$_{60}$ and its derivative cellular biological effects.
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